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Background

- Incontinence associated dermatitis (IAD) is an independent risk factor for pressure injury (PI).1
- Patients with IAD are more likely to have full thickness PIs.2
- Signs of skin breakdown are seen within 15 minutes’ exposure time in healthy subjects.3
- IAD increases PI risk up to 6 times.4
- Decreasing exposure time (the duration from the incontinence event to when the under-pad is replaced) is an important aspect of IAD and PI prevention.

Purpose

- Determine average incontinence exposure time at our facility
- Evaluate the functionalities of the Incontinence Management System

Methods

- Setting: trial was conducted in a 26-bed acuity adjustable unit (AAU) at an academic medical center.
- Trial period: November 2018 to February 2019.
- The incontinence management system has a disposable incontinence pad with a build-in sensor. The sensor detects when a pad becomes wet (urine or liquid fecal).
- Staff were notified of patients’ incontinence events through nurse call system, dome light, and a discreet light at the foot of the bed.
- Incontinence exposure times (the time lapse from when a pad is wet or soiled to when the pad is removed) were measured.
- Nursing staff feedback was collected.

Results

Exposure Time

- 1,201 incontinence events were detected during the trial.
- Average incontinence exposure time = 22.08 minutes (95% confidence interval: 20.44 – 23.73).

Pad Performance

- Through nursing staff surveys (n=20), 95% reported the system underpad was the same or better when compared to current high performing, moisture wicking underpad in urine absorbency; and 90% in liquid fecal absorbency.
- With respect to pad strength, 84% reported the system underpad was the same or better.
- Of surveyed nursing staff, 76% recommended the use of the incontinence management system.

Staff Evaluation: see graph below
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Conclusion

- The incontinence management system reduced nurses’ time spent checking patients’ incontinence status.
- Notification of an incontinence event allowed nurses to gather necessary supplies before going into the patients’ rooms increasing their efficiency.
- Most nursing staff reported pads were similar or better in absorbency and pad strength than their current underpads.
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